
For immediate release:

Author's new book receives a warm literary welcome.

Readers' Favorite announces the review of the Fiction - Fantasy - Epic book "The
Blackened Yonder" by J. Gibson, currently available at
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B096QX9YJ1.

Readers' Favorite is one of the largest book review and award contest sites on the
Internet. They have earned the respect of renowned publishers like Random House,
Simon & Schuster, and Harper Collins, and have received the "Best Websites for
Authors" and "Honoring Excellence" awards from the Association of Independent
Authors. They are also fully accredited by the BBB (A+ rating), which is a rarity among
Book Review and Book Award Contest companies.

"Reviewed By K.C. Finn for Readers' Favorite

The Blackened Yonder is a work of fiction in the dark fantasy, adventure, thriller, and
horror subgenres, and it forms the opening novel in the Planar Lost series. The work is

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B096QX9YJ1


best suited to the adult reading audience. Penned by author J. Gibson, the story
follows the intertwining paths of various characters grappling with a mysterious
plague of Undeath sweeping across the land. From the priest Garron to the young
Athenne and the clandestine group known as the Saints of Aetheria, each character
navigates a world teetering on the brink of chaos. What results is an action-packed
and exciting work of dark fantasy that leaves readers gasping and frantically turning
pages to find out what happens next.

Author J. Gibson has crafted a work that is rich in worldbuilding, presenting a vivid and
immersive fantasy setting filled with religion, magic, and political intrigue. I loved this
author's dedication to crafting a fully realized world, which made it all the more
realistic when you meet the central characters and see how their attitudes and
actions are shaped by the culture and politics around them. Readers will be drawn
into the well-paced mystery plot and the subtly-laid clues surrounding the undeath
plague while also appreciating the complexity of the characters and their interwoven
storylines. This all levels out to offer moments of tension, natural plot exposition in the
dialogue, and strong plot twists that amp the action up at just the right moments.
With a perfect balance of action, adventure, and character development, Gibson
promises an engaging and thrilling read for fans of epic fantasy and darker fantasy
stories alike. Overall, I would not hesitate to recommend The Blackened Yonder as
your next brilliant dark fantasy series to lose yourself in."

You can learn more about J. Gibson and "The Blackened Yonder" at
https://readersfavorite.com/book-review/the-blackened-yonder where you can read
reviews and the author’s biography, as well as connect with the author directly or
through their website and social media pages.
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